Total oral rehabilitation of an autistic child

Abstract
Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) is a lifelong developmental disorder in which the individuals have substantial differences in their communication skills and social behavior. It presents challenges for patient, caregiver/parent and dental team. Hence, children with autistic disorder may require a more critical dental care and are also difficult to treat. The purpose of this article is to review the literature of autism with emphasis on full mouth rehabilitation of a 9 years old autistic child under general anesthesia.
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Introduction
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) also known as Kanner’s autism, early infantile autism or childhood autism was first described by an American child psychologist Leo Kanner.1,2 Autism is a lifelong severe organic disorder characterized by abnormalities in the brain, specifically the cerebellum and limbic systems.3 Meanwhile some investigators expand the nature of autism considering it to be a multisystem metabolic disorder and not merely a brain disorder. This is a complex behavioral disorder which comprises of a wide varied of symptoms, defined by deficits in communication, social interaction and empathy along with unusual restricted repetitive behavior.4,5 It generally manifests in the first three years6 and the prevalence estimates range from 2-6 per 1000 children and is four times more common in males as compared to females7 females are more likely to exhibit mental retardation.8 Dental management of an autistic child requires in detail understanding of the background of the disorder and the various behavioral guidance therapies. The dental professional should be flexible to modify the treatment needs and approaches according to the individual patient need.8 In this case report, we present our experience in delivering comprehensive dental management under general anaesthesia to a child with autism.

Case presentation
A nine year old boy reported to the Department of Pedodontics and Preventive Dentistry of Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed University, Sangli with a chief complaint of pain and abscess in the lower left back region of the jaw since one month. Patient was a known case of autism spectrum disorder. He was inattentive, hyperactive and showed repetition of gestures. Psychological testing report showed childhood autism rating scale (CARS) 2, which falls into mild to moderate autistic category. Vineland social maturity scale (VSMS) measuring the social intelligence of child was found to be 31.5 with social age of around 5-6years. The family history was non-contributory. He was not on any medications and had reported no history of drug allergies. Extra-oral examination showed no specific findings (Figure 1). Intraoral examination revealed multiple carious lesions (Figure 2) (Figure 3). Occlusal caries involving enamel, dentin and pulp with 75 (Figure 4). Dentinal caries was seen with 85 and occlusal pit and fissure caries was seen with 65. No soft tissue abnormalities were appreciated. Radiographic evaluation by orthopantomogram was also done which revealed no abnormality (Figure 5). It was difficult for the patient to co-operate on the dental chair and understand the instructions given to him; hence treatment was planned under general anaesthesia. A complete pre anaesthetic evaluation was done and the patient was categorized under ASA II. Treatment plan was explained to the child’s parents and a written consent was obtained from them. The dental treatment done under general anaesthesia included pulpectomy of 55, 75 with glass ionomer cement restoration followed by placement of pre trimmed and pre contoured stainless steel crowns (Figure 6) (Figure 7). Glass ionomer cement restorations were done in 65 and 85 and pit and fissure sealants application on 16, 26, 36 and 46. Post-operative orthopantomogram showed well placed restorations and crowns (Figure 8). Patient’s post-operative recovery was uneventful. Treatment rendered reduced the pain and discomfort. Oral hygiene care instructions were given to the parents and maintenance protocol was explained and they were also encouraged for regular follow-up for preventive dental care. The two months follow-up revealed improved eating habits of the child.

Figure 1 Extra-oral image.
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Discussion

Autistic children suffer from multiple behavioural problems, making their dental treatment challenging. Problems with communication and hyperactivity are the central concerns when treating autistic children. They require a good comprehensive and preventive care through parent counselling, speech therapy, social skills training, the dentist also needs to consider few aspects before treating autistic children like understanding their sensory needs, using motivating games, giving rewards to the child and use of behaviour modification techniques. Our patient was suffering from multiple dental caries with dentoalveolar abscess and patient was unable to understand instructions and was hyperactive hence dental treatment was planned under general anaesthesia after complete pre anaesthetic evaluation. Comprehensive dental treatment under general anaesthesia requires 30 percent less time and permits the dentist to perform unhurried necessary preventive, restorative and surgical treatment in a single appointment. For long term care, parents should be motivated about the effective oral hygiene care measures, brushing techniques, application of fluorides and sealants and an intake of healthy non-cariogenic foods and frequent recall appointments.

Conclusion

Happy and healthy children play a vital role in the development of the society. Since autistic children exhibit multiple social and behavioural issues and do not display specific dental findings, even then compromised oral hygiene can contribute to dental caries and periodontitis. Given the high prevalence of the condition, it is very likely that the paediatric dentist will have one or more of these children in their practice. Treating these children requires multidisciplinary comprehensive care and flexible and individualized treatment approach should be as per the needs of the patient to gain maximum patient co-operation. Educating the patients and their parents is critical to meet their future dental needs in obtaining optimal oral hygiene.
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